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1 INTRODUCTION 

“Ice caves” are rock-hosted caves containing perennial ice or snow, or both. The definition is 

proposed in accordance with the First International Workshop on Ice Caves (Căpuş, Romania, 

2004). As an indicator of contemporary climate changes and potential paleoclimate archives, 

the presence, structure, and thickness of the cave ice which persists in ice caves have at-

tracted significant attention since the beginning of the 20th century and are also subject to 

relatively recent investigation (Luetscher, 2005). This study focuses on presenting an overall 

view of the cave ice basement with the ice thickness of the ice cave Eisriesenwelt, which is 

known as the largest ice cave of the world, located in a southern Austrian Alpine mountain. 

The survey of cave ice for this study is conducted on the behalf of the Institute for Cartog-

raphy of Dresden University of Technology and the executive broad of the Eisriesenwelt 

GmbH, Werfen, Austria. With Ground-penetrating Radar (GPR) type RIS MF Hi-Mod from IDS, 

provides dual-frequency antennas of 200MHz and 600MHz. The raw profile datasets, which 

were collected during the time period of the 20th to 24th April, 2017, consist of 115 vertical 

profiles of the ice body from various cave chambers.  

The fundamental geophysical methodology of this study is based on the fact that the cave 

ice in Eisriesenwelt cave has existed for a relatively long time period up to approximately 

1000 years. It can be thus classified as a permafrost phenomenon (H. Hausmann, 2010). 

Therefore, the physical and electromagnetic (EM) properties of permafrost earth materials 

can be applied to the ice body in this study. For the raw GPR dataset processing (time-depth 

migration), the physical properties and internal structures of the propagation medium are 

associated with the pattern of the radar pulse reflection. 

Data is supported by a set of highly detailed three-dimensional Eisriesenwelt cave models 

based on laser scanning data obtained in previous cave scanning missions in 2010 and 2013. 

It was executed by the Institute for Cartography of Dresden University of Technology and 

thematic maps of ice basement display the ice basement details by giving a comprehensive 

overview of the cave ice thickness will be completed in this study. 

Historical ice volume information has been collected by a comprehensive literature survey 

from 19 perennial ice caves of the Northern Hemisphere’s mid-latitudes. Records are detailed 

in the Appendix. The first ice cave records that offer potential volume references date back 

as early as 1907 in Europe, 1924 in North America, and 1927 in Asia. Seldom of the available 
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multi-decadal cave ice have volume histories showed a steady decreasing trend. Historical 

ice volume information summarized for 19 perennial ice caves on three continents of the 

Northern Hemisphere documented ca. 23,000m3 of cave ice loss until 2010. Improved re-

search on the underground permafrost environment, as well as the underground ice bodies, 

which have been documented to suffer a significant mass loss worldwide, is a crucial topic 

with the global research heat on climate changes and the stabilities. 

Moreover, determining interpolation parameters for interpolating the bedrock topography 

based on irregularly distributed GPR survey grids to approach a reasonable accuracy is found 

to be challenging. Due to the lack of the investigation of the electromagnetic wave speed in 

the ice body on this antennae, the wave speed parameters are based on the previous studies 

on this ice body. With the LiDAR scanning data support from previous missions in 2012 and 

2013, a detailed ice surface can be digitalized, but known as a dynamic body, the ice coverage 

may have changed slightly since 2013. 

1.1 Geographic Environment of The Eisriesenwelt Cave 

Located in the Calcareous Austrian Alps, Southern Austria (Figure 1, the location of ERW cave 

is shown with a red star), Eisriesenwelt cave, also known as the World of Ice Giants, holds its 

importance as the largest ice cave in the area of the highest density of ice caves, also being 

the largest ice cave of the world. Eisriesenwelt cave (hereafter abbreviated as ERW) is a karst 

cave system with a total length of more than 40 kilometers, the major large entrance at the 

elevation of 1642m a.s.l. The ice-covered part with an ice thickness reaching meters level is 

ca. 800 meters, comprising a surface area of ca. 10000m2 (Klappacher and Haseke Knapczyk, 

1985).  

Figure 1. Location of the Eisriesenwelt cave 
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There are numerous ice caves have been observed and thoroughly described around the 

world (Hill and Forti, 1997). Hill & Forti (1997) and Youge (2003) listed most of the cave ice 

patterns and referred to the major studies dedicated to them. According to which, the exist-

ence of cave ice mainly results from recrystallization of snow, freezing of infiltration water, 

including ponded ice, drip or flowstones or deposition of hoar frost (M Luetscher, PY Jeannin, 

2004). For the ERW, the occurrence of the cave ice results mainly from the water infiltrating 

through the porous rock; due to the sub-zero temperature inside the cave, ice formation 

begins.  

Since cave ice can be found either as permafrost or temperate regions, only a few caves can 

endure the existence of cave ice as permafrost; despite seasonal variations, the ERW cave is 

known as a dynamic ice cave with permafrost environment. In these permafrost regions, first, 

the annual mean temperatures are below zero, leading to the freezing of water and second, 

there exists a chimney effect, which is forced ventilation which caused by the initiation of 

cool air circulation in winter with multiple entrances at different elevations. Winter ventila-

tion of the underground system is given by the density difference of the relatively warmer 

cave air and the cold outer air (B. May et al, 2011). In summer, the ventilation direction is 

reversed. The chimney effect (figure 2) is the predominant principle of the causing of a dy-

namic ice cave. 

 
Figure 2, Chimney effect of ERW cave (Eisriesen GmbH, 2016) 
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1.2 Surveying Methods of Ground Penetrating Radar 

1.2.1 Introduction of Ground penetrating radar 

Ground penetrating radar (GPR) as a geophysical method of surveying is now well-accepted 

and widely applied. The method uses radio wave pulses to probe depth of tens of meters 

down through the ground, which records any low loss dielectric material. The non-destruc-

tive method transmits the electromagnetic radiation in the microwave band via antennas 

and detects the reflected signals from subsurface structures. 

Ground penetrating radars have evolved their own natural set of terminology, common un-

derstandings, and practical application procedures. The first attempts obtained results on 

detecting subsurface structures were on the 1950s (El Said, 1956; Waite and Schmidt, 1961). 

Waite’s demonstration of ice sheet sounding with aircraft radar altimeters lead to radio-echo 

sounding in many locations around the world. From this start, there was a gradual transition 

of the concepts to sounding soil and rock, which began in the 1960s and has continued ever 

since. 

The transmitting depth of the electromagnetic wave pulses of a GPR is limited by the electri-

cal conductivity of the ground, the center frequency of the transmitter, and the radiated 

power. As conductivity increases, the penetration depth decreases. With a higher conductiv-

ity, the EM energy is easier to dissipate into heat, resulting in a quick loss of signal strength 

in depth. Frequency has an impact on the resolution; a higher detection frequency gives a 

better resolution, also on penetrating depth, and the frequency of the antennae gives a dis-

tinctive variance. The two-way travel time of the recorded radiogram will be marked as the 

Figure 3. GPR scanning method (ScanTech Geoscience, 2017) 
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time unit in surveying, and the travel time will be converted to depth by relating it to on-site 

measurements or assumptions about the transmitting velocity of radar waves in the subsur-

face medium under investigation. In this study, the measurements were conducted on the 

ice surface, which is an ideal transmitting medium for GPR 

1.2.2 Surveying Methods 

Ground penetration radar has been used extensively in permafrost terrain, including studies 

of variations in active-layer thickness (Pilon et al., 1985; Doolittle et al., 1990, 1992; Moorman 

et al., 2003; Wu et al., 2005) and the relative dielectric permittivity of frozen sediments (Ar-

cone and Delaney, 1989). Moreover, GPR has also been used to identify and map areas of 

massive ground ice (Kovacs and Morey, 1985; Dallimore and Davis, 1987). There are proven 

possibilities for GPR surveying of ice basements in ERW cave. 

In this study, we used the RIS MF Hi-Mod instrument with a shielded dual-frequency anten-

nae ranging from 200 to 600 MHz. All the data were obtained from the 200MHz fre-quency 

antennae, for a deep estimated depth of the ice surface. The trace sampling rate is 32 traces 

per second. The lateral trace space can be known with the overall trace quanti-ties and the 

survey line length. On average it is about 0.032m. 

Being known as a dynamic ice cave with a complicated inner structure and a vast difference 

of elevation, the ERW cave gives little chance to set an evenly distributed scanning network 

over all of the ice surface, but in the ice accumulating area like the Eispalast, a rather hori-

zontal ice surface can be found. On this relatively horizontal surface, a scanning network was 

built with intervals between single scans smaller than 2m. 
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The raw data also needs to be processed and interpreted correctly, which usually includes 

automatic gain control (15ns length), 2D filtering, data migration, depth converting and data 

displaying. In this study, the electromagnetic waves transmitting velocity analysis are con-

ducted based on the previous studies of the magnetic wave speed on permafrost medium 

and previous studies on the ice body of ERW cave. The standard data processing procedures 

see below (Figure 4).  

1.3 Structure of the Thesis 

This master’s thesis is dedicated to mapping the ice basement of the Eisriesenwelt cave 
with the help of ground penetration radars. All the work addressed in this study is struc-
tured in five chapters, as shown below: 

Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 2. DATA AND STUDY AREA 

Chapter 3. METHODOLOGY 

Chapter 4. RESULTS 

Chapter 5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

In the first chapter, a brief introduction of this study is given and the potential problems are 
stated. Moreover, with the study motivation, the introduction of the study environment, 
and instruments, the research aims and objectives to be addressed are clarified. The second 
chapter will be focusing on the basic data sources and acquisition, and data pre-process 
procedures. The methods of study area (cave ice coverage) digitalization, the migration of 
pre-processed data, and time-depth conversion will also be included. The third chapter 
goes through the detailed GPR surveying methods which were used during the fieldwork, 

Figure 4. Standardized GPR data process procedures 
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data accuracy estimation, and migrated data interpolation method. The choice of interpola-
tion methods for ice thickness sampling points will also be discussed in this chapter. In 
chapter four, the results will include a series of ice basement thematic maps. Conclusions 
and discussion of the study will be provided in the last chapter.  

1.4 Research Aims and Objects 

1.4.1 Aims 

 To evaluate, map the overall thickness distribution of the ice coverage of Eisrie-senwelt 
cave 

1.4.2 Objectives 

Collect the raw data of ice thickness  

Collect the historical survey data of ERW cave 

Determine the study area from the digitalized ice coverage 

Pre-process the raw data, study the structure and features of GPR survey data 

Post-process the GPR data, extracting depth sampling points 

Compare the sampling methods, re-sampling depth points 

Interpolate depth points 

Produce thematic maps 

 

2 STUDY AREA AND DATA PREPARATION 

2.1 Study Area 

2.1.1 The discovery and early explorations of the Eisriesenwelt cave 

The Eisriesenwelt cave has not appeared on any official record before the October of 1879, 

due to its unavailability, both visual and physical.  
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By Anton von Posselt-Czorich (1854 - 1911), an Alpinist and a natural scientist, the Eisriesen-

welt cave had the first recorded entrance, followed the local hunter called Eckschlager. In his 

first exploring log, an ice cone with a diame-

ter of about six meters and a height of seven 

meters was described, which was later on 

named “Posseltturm”. With the help of 

crampons, the explorer pushed forward into 

the unknown cave around 200 meters, 

reached a vast ice wall.  

On the 4th November 1879, Anton von 

Posselt-Czorich presented his discovery of 

this cave at the monthly meeting of the sec-

tion Salzburg and published a report about 

this cave on the booklet of the German and 

Austrian Alpinist Association 1880.  

The ERW cave has been kept uninvestigated 

for the next 33 years until Alexander von 

Mörk (1887 - 1914) noticed the report about 

this cave in 1911. On the 22nd November 

1912, Alexander von Mörk and his team pushed further, successfully crossed over the vast 

ice wall. However, due to lack of equipment, they stuck at an ice wall about ten meters high. 

The next attempt of exploring was on 2nd August 1913, Alexander von Mörk along with Dr. 

Erwin von Angermayer and Herrmann Rihl pushed over the ice wall by building stairs on the 

ice (figure 4) which stopped them in 1912. They later on, discovered the so-called 

“Hymirhalle”, which presents the largest growth of ice at the whole Eisriesenwelt cave. 

Changed with time, the most famous ice figure they discovered is commonly known as “Ice 

bear” due to its vastness. The cavers were stopped again by an underground lake called 

“Strumsee”, where a stiff breeze blew. Later in the same month, a team consisting of Alex-

ander von Mörk, Dr. Erwin von Angermayer, Herrmann Rihl, and Dr. Rudolf Freiherr von Saar, 

Dipl.-Ing. Walther Freiherr von Czoernig-Czernhausen, Rudolf Hardil, Dr. Hermann Klein, 

Grete Fahrner (Friedrich, 2009) entered the ice cave again. The first four dived through the 

lake with self-made diving suits.  

Figure 5. Ice Steps to Von Mörk Dom by Kaltenegger 
(J.W.Puttrell, 1932) 
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The exploring team entered a vast hall with a height about 40 meters, which was later named 

“Alexander von Mörk Dom” to honor this early explorer. 

Both Alexander von Mörk and Hermann Rihl have lost their lives in the World War I. 

On the 28th September the Brothers Robert and Friedrich Oedl, Walter Czoernig-Czernhausen 

and Hermann Gruber discovered the colossal hall later called “Eispalast”, means ice palace. 

Behind the Eispalast there is a massive cave system without ice coverage. On 26th September 

1920, the Eisriesenwelt cave opened for tourists. 

2.1.2 The classification of ice caves 

Traditionally, the ice caves were classified into two basic types: static and dynamic (THURY, 

1861), based on cave air dynamics. The dynamical type is a crucial factor to describe the 

mass-energy ex-change in ice cave environments. 

For static ice caves, according to THURY (1861), the signature-like downward sloping with a 

closed end conduits constrain the air circulation in summer seasons. Only when the condition 

that the air temperature outside of the cave is lower than the air temperature inside of the 

cave occurs, the air circulation happens. Such insignificant energy exchange results in a “cold 

air trap” in summer to keep the cave ice inside the cave. 

For dynamic caves, the chimney effect plays a crucial role in keeping cool environments in 

dynamic ice caves. Due to the existence of multiple entrances located on different elevations, 

the air pressure and the air density difference at various entrance drives a single-direction 

air circulation. The air temperature inside the cave is nearly constant (Wigley and Brown, 

1976; Choppy, 1984; Lesioned, 2002) while the external temperature varies seasonally. 

Therefore the chimney effect triggers chimney winds in reverse directions due to the tem-

perature variations. In winter seasons, the cold air blows from the lower entrance to the 

higher ones enable infiltration water to freeze. 

However, this classification theory does not provide the origin of cave ice. The following table 

(Table 1) gives perennial ice occurrences in caves (Ford and Williams, 1989; Hill and Forti, 

1997; Yonge, 2003). 
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Adapted those two classification theories, Luetscher and Jeannin (2004) proposed a new no-

menclature was distinguishing between congelation ice patterns and accumulated ice pat-

terns, also air dynamic considerations. In figure 6, a synthesis of classification based on cave 

air dynamics criteria and classification based on ice formation processes is suggested. 

Underline this classification method; the Eisriesenwelt cave is a typical dynamic cave with 

congelation ice due to the substantial chimney effect. In winter seasons, the internal air tem-

perature is lower than external air temperature, so as air density, which causes cold air blows 

into the cave through the lower entrance meanwhile warm air blows out from the upper 

entrance. In summer, even though the warm air is observed to be sucked into the cave, but 

the cold air trap phenomenon is still non-negligible. The year-round constant cool air tem-

perature environment inside the ERW cave triggered the freezing of infiltrating melting water 

result in the existence of a massive amount of stable cave ice.  

Table 1. Perennial ice occurrences in caves (Ford & Williams, 1989; Hill &Forti, 1997; Yonge, 2003) 
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2.1.3 Laser scanning and previous ice thickness measurements in ERW 

Starting in April 2010, Petters (2012) executed a three-dimensional survey and visualization 

project of the ice-filled part of the Eisriesenwelt. A considerable amount of laser scanned 

data has been collected as point clouds. Also, a workflow on data processing from separat-

ing the raw data, mesh generation to creating an autostereoscopic display was completed. 

This research also provided an accurate estimation of the ice surface area, which was deter-

mined to be 24,345 m2. 

In 2013, Beckert (2013) re-scanned the ice-filled part, with the data, a three-dimensional 

virtual model of the Eisriesenwelt was made. These two researchers provided significant 

support for the work of this thesis. 

On the 16th October 2006, Behm and Hausmann (2007) measured the ice thickness with 

ground penetration radar. In part “Eispalast”, Behm and Hausmann captured nine scanned 

profiles of the ice, with the help of steam drills. In their results, the 70-meter-high, 25-me-

ter-wide chamber has a maximum ice thickness of 7.5 meters. However, a detailed ice 

thickness interpolation has not been presented. 

Figure 6. Classification of ice caves (Luetscher and Jeannin, 2004) 
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2.1.4 The digitalization of study area in ERW 

The Eisriesenwelt, world’s most promi-

nent ice cave has a total length more 

than 42km, an ice coverage range from 

10,000m2 (Eisriesenwelt Gesellschaft 

m.b.H., 2002) to 30,000m2 (Friedrich, 

2009). Therefore creating an accurate de-

lineation of the ice coverage has essential 

importance in this research. 

For delineating the cave ice coverage, for 

creating a relatively big scale cave map, 

manual delineation is regarded as the 

digitalization method with the most accu-

rate comparing to automated digitaliza-

tion methods (Tiwari, et al., 2016). The 

data support for ice coverage digitaliza-

tion is multi-sourced. Includes a detailed 

cave map on the scale 1:1250, laser 

scanned data collected by Beckert (2013), field records from the field work and flyover foot-

age made by Petters (2012) based on the laser scanned data. 

During the field work for data acquisition, the surveying network was marked on an en-

larged cave map made by Mag. Albert Morocutti, Dr. Dipl. Ing. R. Oedl, Dipl. Ing. W. Czoer-

nig and G. Abel (Figure 7). This map covered the whole surveyed cave system with sati-

fatory accuracy, both ice-covered parts, and non-ice-covered parts. However, the map was 

finished in the 1970s, and the cave ice in the ERW cave can be regarded as a dynamic ice 

body, the details on this map may have changed. Moreover, the actual positions of walking 

paths for tourists on this map have been changed. 

The laser scanned data of the ERW cave has been converted into a series of two-dimension 

images during the previous mission in 2013, from which, an accurate rectified image of the 

Figure 7. Survey lines marked on the map, positions of 
walking paths have been corrected 
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whole study area of the ice cave was made (Figure 8). From which the walking paths can be 

easily recognized, also some parts of the ice coverage. 

Figure 8. Rectified laser scanned data with digitalized walking paths 
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With the virtual flyover footage (Figure 9), some unclear details of the ice coverage on both 

maps and images can be confirmed; it provided a solid assist on the digitalization work. In 

the following screenshot, the ice coverage is showed with a darker colour. 

 

Figure 9. Screenshot of the virtual flyover 

With the data support from the 

previous researchers, combined 

with the distribution of the GPR 

survey network, a study area of 

the ice surface (marked in blue) 

can be determined as figure 10 in 

this study.  

In this study, only the profiles of a 

limited amount of vertical ice 

walls were taken into account. All 

the characteristic features in the 

profiles were included and exam-

ined. 

 

Figure 10. Digitalized study area with rectified laser scanned data 
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2.2 Basic Principles Of GPR Data Acqiusition 

2.2.1 GPR systems 

Ground penetrating radar (GPR) has been widely used by the geographical community on the 

shallow subsurface investigations since the 1970s (LB Conyers, 1997). As a geophysical 

method that can detect the spatial features of near-surface, radar pulses from transmitting 

antennas propagate ground surface, reflected off subsurface, buried objectives, soil units, 

and detect the echo with distinctive characteristics and the time interval with the radar pulse 

by receiving antennas, as demonstrated in Figure 2.7. Comparing to the traditional subsur-

face measurement method like drilling, often acquires limited information from scattered 

sampling points, GPR has a significant advantage of less time consuming and less expensive, 

especially under some circumstances that traditional invasive techniques cannot be imple-

mented due to the limitation of the environments. 

While data is being collected, a horizontally sequential reflection traces are being recorded 

to build up a radar reflection profile. A single trace is interpolated from the high-frequency 

radar pulse emitted energy which is transmitted to the ground surface. The velocity of the 

EM wave that sent downwards varies as the EM wave interacts with different mediums with 

various electrical properties. The abrupt change of the EM wave energy is marked on the 

Figure 11. GPR data acquisition (A. Neal, 2004) 
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reflected signal which can be received by the receiving antenna, the abrupt changes on trans-

mitting energy can be detected by the amplitudes of the wave (Figure 12). In the meantime, 

the time interval between two transmitting is recorded as two-way travel time; the measur-

ing time unit is nanosecond (10-9s). 

 

Figure 12. Display of Amplitude Difference of Raw GPR data on Reflexw Software 

Before the invention of GPR, seismic reflection and seismic refraction were the most com-

monly used techniques for shallow subsurface detecting, which cannot provide a satisfactory 

vertical resolution for practical uses (A. Neal, 2004). GPR system’s origins lie in research car-

ried out in the early 1920s by German scientists trying to patent techniques to investigate 

the nature of various buried features (Daniles, 1996; Reynolds, 1997), during which electro-

magnetic waves were first used. From the 1970s, the researchers noticed that the GPR sys-

tems are advantageous for recording the subsurface features (typically shallower than 50 

meters). However, with the earliest generations of GPR systems, the raw subsurface reflec-

tion data allows little pre-processing and post-processing. 

The commercial availability of GPR systems started in the 1980s, the data collection became 

feasible (Annan and Davis, 1992). With the development of modern digital systems, GPR 

data’s collecting, recording, interpreting, and displaying have been dramatically simplified 

and accelerated. Due to the seismic reflection and EM wave reflection have many similarities, 

the seismic reflection processing technologies can be used for GPR data as well(Fisher et al., 
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1992a; Maijala 1992; Rees and Glover, 1992; Young et al., 1995; Fisher et al., 1996; Annan, 

1999; Pipan et al., 1999). 

Common-source or common-receiver surveys are rarely performed in GPR studies (A. Neal, 

2004). In this study, the 3D GPR system RIS MF Hi-Mod (Figure 13) was used, it has a multi-

frequency data fusion of data from 200 and 600 MHz antennas. The conductivity of frozen 

water body allows electromagnet waves to propagate and reflect. Additional, this system 

offers following features: 

 Consolidated complete procedure from field acquisition to the final output (maps 
or CAD or GIS) 

 Mechanical structure for all urban environments and terrains 
 Automatic target recognition, automatic tools help the operator locate pipes and 

cables 
 2D and 3D tomography: optimized tomography for immediate visualization of pipes 

and cables 
 Multi-frequency data fusion: automatic fusion of data from 200 and 600 MHz an-

tennas 
 Automatic transfer to CAD/GIS: localized pipes and cables automatically transferred 

to CAD or GIS maps. 

Figure 13. Installation of the RIS MF Hi-Mod GPR system 
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2.2.2 GPR datasets 

The raw 3D datasets acquired by a GPR system usually contain geometrical information of 

the profile, include coordinate parameters as XStart, XEnd, YStart, YEnd, ZStart, Zend, time 

and comment specification as TimeDimension, time increment, sample number, trace num-

ber, trace marks. Additionally, geographical coordinates provided by internal global position-

ing system also included, however, GPS coordinate is not applicable in this study since GPS 

signal could not reach inside of the ice cave. 

From the 20th April 2017 to the 23rd April 2017, 143 datasets have been collected, respected 

to 143 survey lines, all of the measurements were obtained from the 200MHz antenna since 

considerable depth was expected. The recording parameters were set to 2048 samples per 

scan and 16bits per sample. Due to the complex ice-dominant with distinct slope environ-

ment inside the cave, the profiles were obtained by languid hand- towing. And some of the 

profiles were even obtained by pulling the radar upwards or downwards to the slope. Thus, 

the recording speed is about 0.5m per second averagely. 

2.3 GPR Data Pre-Processing 

The standard raw GPR reflection data is a two-dimensional profile with two axes. Usually, the 

X axis stands for the measured distance on the ground, Y axis stands for the vertical depth. 

One profile is a collection of a stack of reflection traces, obtained as the antennas moved 

along a transect. The raw GPR data inherent the limitations from seismic surveying, therefore 

signal processing methods, usually dewow filtering, time-zero conversion, data correction, 

and trace editing. In practical applications, these pre-processing usually are required before 

further interpretation. A primany workflow for GPR data pre-processing in this study is shown 

below. 

 

 

  

Dewow Filtering Time-zero conversion 

Trace-editing 

Gain functions 

Filtering 
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2.3.1 Dewow Filtering  

The wow effect of the raw GPR data is a unique aspect of GPR data arises from the proximity 

of receiver to the transmitter (Harry M. Jol, 2009). The low-frequency energy associated with 

electrostatic and inductive fields near the transmitter decay rapidly with distance. A slowly 

time-varying component to the measured field data caused by this low-frequency energy, on 

the Y-Axis of the data, a time shift showed on the received signal to bow up or down (Figure 

14). 

 

Figure 14.  The wow effect on GPR signal (Harry M. Jol, 2009) 

Firstly, it is inevitably for GPR raw data to have wow noise as electromagnetic data, before 

the accurate result has been produced, the wow noise must be removed. Also, be recognized 

as primary DC signal component, or DC bias, the low-frequency signal trend to subsequently 

decay (Dougherty et al., 1994). The “Wow” noise is caused by the swamping or saturation of 

the recorded signal by early arrivals (i.e., ground/air wave – Annan, 1993) or inductive cou-

Figure 15. GPR signal after dewow filtering (Harry M. Jol, 2009) 
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pling effects. Which requires the subtraction of the DC bias from the signal and the applica-

tion of an optimized, low-cut or median filter for effective correction (Gerlitz et al., 1993; 

Fisher et al., 1994). Dewowing is a vital step as it reduces the data to a mean zero level and, 

therefore, allows positive-negative colour filling to be used in the recorded traces (Harry M. 

Jol, 2009) (Figure 2.10).  

In this study, a manual dewow correction is required, with the processing software Reflexw, 

the subtract-mean filter is used to normalize the data. With this option, a running mean 

value is calculated for each value of each trace. This running mean is subtracted from the 

central point. The filter parameter the time window is set to 4 nanoseconds for calculating 

the running mean value. 

2.3.2 Time-zero correction 

To correct the misalignment of the first reflection break that occurs in the radar profiles, GPR 

data processing software often contains packages for realigning the profiles, which works by 

physically moving individual traces upwards or downwards by the required amount of the 

two-way reflection time. A threshold is required to identify the first break. 

A time-zero drift can be caused by thermal drift, electronic instability, cable length differ-

ences, and variations in antenna airgap, which can cause “jumps” in the air/ground wavelet 

first arrival time (Olhoeft, 2000; Nobes, 1999; Young et al., 1995). Usually, an automatically 

adjusting method is applied in the GPR data processing software since time-zero variations 

may happen.  

In this study, the first pulses echo back from the ice surfaces as well as the radar shell itself. 

These reflections need to be eliminated, to ensure that the time-zero correction produces 

results that are consistent across the traces. The threshold is set to be 18 nanoseconds to 

move the traces upwards (Figure 16). This process step is regarded as the minimum required 

method for viewing the data in a normalized form. 

 

Figure 16. Example of time-zero correction in 0421AA GPR data section 
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2.3.3 Gain functions  

For further application and interpretation, optimized gain functions need to be applied to the 

GPR sections, which improve the visual form of the data by altering the data structure like 

relative amplitudes, phase relationships. Therefore, it is essential that’s the effects of the 

gain functions is understood before they are applied, and the data are treated with care when 

interpreting (Annan, 1999). Filters tend to optimize the shape of individual traces through 

mathematical manipulation, enhancing or eliminating spacific features. For enhancing the 

appearances of the temporally later reflection arrivals, temporal gains are required. There 

are also gains, which are usually spatial filters, work horizontally on the positions of adjacent 

traces. 

There are different temporal gain methods, like constant gain, exponential gain, SEC, AGC. In 

this study, the user-defined gain function is used to enhance the subsurface boundaries. 

However, the operator bias is inevitable since the gain function amplify both noise and co-

herent signals by altering the data directly.  

SEC function, also known as energy decay function, which provides an automatic correction 

of the amplitude anamorphous errors of the signal caused by the loss of the energy from the 

geometrical spreading effect of the propagation wave front. Furthermore, the material at-

tenuation losses (dB/m) can also be included as an additional factor in the function, which 

usually requires an accurate attenuation for processing. Such parameters can be hard to ob-

tain even with CMP surveys, as a solution, a priori or a “best guess” are always used instead. 

As a key factor, spreading and exponential compensational gains to retain the relative ampli-

tude information are crucial during the signal interpreting. 

AGC is an automatic gain function applied to individual traces. Based on the difference be-

tween the mean amplitude of the signal in a particular time window and the maximum am-

plitude of the signal of a trace as a whole (Harry M. Jol, 2009). For enhancing the in-depth, 

weak features on the traces, a processing window size needs to be defined, typically range 

from 3% of the total sample length up to 25% of the propagating wavelet length (Annan, 

1999). An inappropriate set of the window size can cause either enhanced noises or the 

“shadow zone” caused by the reduced amplitude generated at the rear of the reflections.   
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User-defined gain function, also known as constant, linear or exponential gains. The user de-

fines the function directly by changing the exponent (dB/m) or the linear, exponential pa-

rameters. In other cases, the mathematical or multiplication operator can be defined by the 

system automatically. In general, the user-defined retain some relative amplitude infor-

mation but how much depends on the type and mode of the function applied (Harry M. Jol, 

2009). 

In the example of figure 16, a linear gain and an exponent parameter were set to enhance 

the later arrivals of the reflected waves. The comparison between a data set before and after 

gain function filtered is showed in figure 17.  

 

 

Figure 18. Example of setting a user-defined deep feature enhancement gain function 

Figure 17. Example of user-defined gain function applied on dataset 0421AE 
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Filtering methods are applied to eliminate the system or manual errors, for examples, the 

removal of high-frequency “speckle” noise from radio transmissions (Olhoeft, 2000) or the 

striping effect from antenna ringing (Lehmann et al., 1996). Also, filtering can enhance cer-

tain features through mathematical manipulation. Inherited from seismic signal processing 

methods, there are many different types of filtering methods can apply to GPR data, from 

simple band-pass filters to sophisticated domain and transform filters (Lehmann et al., 1996; 

Pipan et al., 1999; Young and Sun, 1999). 

Under the circumstance that the post-gain data is fully understood, the filters can be applied. 

In this study, only the ice-ground boundary is interested, which can already be recognized 

after gain. Therefore the filters can be applied post-gain to emphasizing the median differ-

ence by suppressing the noises. 

In general, filters are defined as two basic types; temporal filters act vertically on the time 

dimension apply on individual traces sequentially. Spatial filters act horizontally on the spatial 

dimension use adjacent traces. In the Reflexw software, many simple 1D-filtering on both 

dimensions methods are provided: 

Simple mean filter, a temporal filter smooths the data by taking the mean of the data across 

a specified time window. Usually used for removing excessive high-frequency noise from the 

data, e.g., the radio frequency interference from mobile communicating devices; Simple me-

dian filter. For the power spike removal and cleaning up filters by taking the median value of 

the data within a pre-defined processing window; Low- or high-pass filters, which allows the 

data component within specified frequency domains to pass the filter to eliminate the noise 

exists in high- or low-frequency domains. 

For spatial filters, simple running average filter, average subtraction, background removal 

and spatial band, high- low-pass filters are provided. Combing to temporal 1D-filters, ad-

vanced 2D filters are produced. Which operate on the data in both temporal and spatial di-

mensions simultaneously. For examples, t-x average and t-x median filters for general noise 

removal and Frequency-wavenumber (FK) filter, an advanced 2D filter combine time-space 

and band-pass filters. 

In many cases, practitioners usually use a simple 2D running average filter, which smooths 

data horizontally and emphasizes flat-lying reflection layers. However, the smoothing factor 

of this filter reduces horizontal resolution rapidly, and distort important dipping reflections. 
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Thus, unaffected 2D running average filter is not applicable in this study since the reduction 

of the resolution on the ice-sediment boundary. 

In this study, involved filters are not necessary, since only the impulse response of the sub-

surface needed. Also, the individual internal layers of the study area can be assumed to have 

unified EM wave propagation velocities with non-scatter energy. In these terms, deconvolu-

tion is an ideal signal processing method. Act in the temporal dimension as an inverse filtering 

process, deconvolution enhances the sectional resolution by compressing the recorded GPR 

wavelet into a narrow, distinct form (Yilmaz, 2001). It can also be recognized as a filter that 

removes the effect of the source wavelet from the recorded data (Neves et al., 1996), leaves 

the impulse response of subsurface layers only. However, as an integrated signal processing 

method from the seismic analysis, there is a very restricting assumption on the subsurface is 

more complicated and the propagating GPR wavelet is mixed phase, non-stationary and non-

planar, with a spatial complexity. Thus, deconvolution has limited usefulness in the well-de-

fined and less-complex subsurface. However, the effectiveness of deconvolution can be 

proven in the following example (figure 19), while the propagation velocity variation be-

tween the ice layer and the bedrock is significant. 

 

 

 

Antenna-ground coupling noise 

Reflection of the ice body 

Reflection of bedrock 

Vertical resolution is enhanced 
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2.3.4 Trace editing 

With a large volume of data, it is inevitable that errors occur. To maintain the sequential and 

spatial correctness of the data, traces are needed to be re-arranged and sorted, which can 

be achieved by trace editing. The editing methods include trace reversing, merging, splicing 

and eliminating. In this study, the raw dataset has noticeable trace redundancy due to the 

occasional stops of the antenna while scanning. Thus trace elimination is necessary for the 

quality of the dataset, also a requirement of effective data maintenance.  

Moreover, the incorrect of recording parameter occurred in the data header files, mostly the 

profile length. Therefore, the header file of simple profile needs to be checked and edited 

individually. 

2.4 Time-Depth Conversion of GPR Data 

So far, the pre-processing steps used in this study operate only in the time domain. The rela-

tion to the vertical spatial domain, the depth have not been established. To interpret the 

scan profiles to actual readable spatial data with depth axis, time-depth conversion is a cru-

cial step. Due to the traveling through of reflected impulse causes energy loss, the signal and 

The upper part of this figure is a profile 

after basic process, dewow filtering and 

time-zero correction. With user-defined 

gains applied. The lower part is the same 

processed profile with deconvolution 

applied. The subsurface impulse 

response is significantly enhanced. 

The boundary between subsur-

face layers is strongly enhanced 

Figure 19. Example of deconvolution filter applied on 

200MHz GPR data (0421AE) 
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space displacement of subsurface features on the recorded signal is also inevitable. Thus, 

data migration is necessary for spatial correcting, also giving the reflect pulses geometric fea-

tures. 

2.4.1 Propagation velocity analysis 

GPR data is recorded on a fixed and invariant time base (A. Neal, 2004). An estimation of 

depth can only be obtained with information of the radar wave propagation velocity. With 

the velocity parameters, the depths of the different subsurface can be calculated by a simple 

linear conversion equation.  

However, significant changes in velocity can occur vertically due to different subsurface prop-

erties. The accurate estimate of the different subsurface velocity can be obtained through 

ground investigation or common midpoint surveys (CMP). For the cave ice of the ERW cave, 

a ground investigation has been completed by former researches, for an investigation depth 

of 5 meters and an electromagnetic wave of 0.167 m/ns the Fresnel zone has a diameter of 

2.9m (200MHz) (H.Hausmann, M. Behm, 2011). The bedrock is regarded as granite with a 

velocity of 0.13m/ns (Hubbard and Glasser, 2005). Typical electrical properties of common 

subsurface materials are listed in Table 2.1 

The propagation velocity of radar waves through a certain material can be given by: 

𝑉 =
𝑐

√(𝜀
2⁄ )[(1 + 𝑃2) + 1]

 

Where c is the speed of the radar wave in vacuum space (e.g., the travel speed of light, c = 

3.0 x 108 ms-1); 𝜀 is relative electrical permittivity; P as the loss factor. Due to the propaga-

tion of radar wave causes a significant loss of wave power, defined as 𝑃 = 𝜎𝜔𝜀 where 𝜎 is 

electrical conductivity, 𝜔 is angular frequency (= 2𝜋𝑓, where 𝑓 is the frequency of the ra-

dar wave). Theoretically, the velocity of radar wave in ice will be slightly higher in relatively 

cold, dry ice (Hubbard and Glasser, 2005). The cave ice in the ERW cave can be regarded as 

the natural ice made of fresh water, the propagation velocity of ice, as 0.167 m ns-1 is appli-

cable. 
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Material Relative 

electrical per-

mittivity 

Electrical 

conductivity 

(mSm-1) 

Velocity 

(m ns-1) 

Attenuation 

(dB m-1) 

 

Air 1 0 0,30 0  

Distilled water 80 0,01 0,033 0,002  

Fresh water 80 0,5 0,033 0,1  

Salt water 80 3000 0,01 1000  

Dry sand 3 - 5 0,01 0,15 0,01  

Saturated water 20 - 30 0,1 – 1,0 0,06 0,03 – 0,3  

Silt 5 - 30 1 – 100 0,07 1 – 100  

Clay 5 - 40 2 – 1000 0,06 1 – 300  

Granite 4 - 6 0,01 – 1 0,13 0,01- 1  

Ice  3 - 4 0,01 0,167 0,01  

Table 2, typical electrical properties of common subsurface materials (Hubbard and Glasser, 2005) 

2.4.2 Data Migration 

After the basic processing of GPR data, here comes the final step of GPR data preparation. 

To be recognized as the most controversial technology in GPR data analysis, migration is very 

effective for enhancing the section resolution as well as giving the subsurface more spatially 

realistic. The same as data deconvolution, the migration technology is also inherited from 

seismic signal processing methods. Data migration has been successfully used for relatively 

uniform environments, like glacial research. Migration methods include Kirchhoff migration 

(Moran et al., 1998), F-K migration (Fisher et al., 1994), and reverse time migration (Fisher et 

al., 1992a, 1999b; Sun and Young, 1995; Meats, 1996). Kirchhoff migration is ideal for radia-

tion patterns and interface reflection polarization (Moran et al., 1998; Van Gestel and Stoffa, 

2000). Comparing to other technologies, for examples, F-K migration, mostly used for 

landmine detecting (Song et al., 2006). Frequency domain migration modified for loss soils 

(Ding and Wang, 2004; Streich et al., 2007). The Kirchhoff migration is the ideal migration 

method for this research.  

Despite the differences of the mentioned migration technologies, all the data migration were 

designed to reconstruct the GPR reflection, as converting the impulse waves to the objects. 

Giving the sections a spatial accuracy through a subsurface velocity model. The methodology 

of data migration can be separate from diffraction and reflections processing. For the diffrac-

tions, the migration attempts to correct both the position and amplitude of the recorded 

signal on the diffraction hyperbola by reconstructing the wavelet at the target point source. 
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The algorithm tries to match an ideal hyperbolic function to the diffraction form, or by build-

ing a model on the space movement of the trace, to relocate the traces into the correct po-

sition. An accurate velocity-depth model is needed to calculate the relocating parameters 

like horizontal distance, depth or time-domain distance. Reflection migration, different from 

the diffraction migration, correcting the position of the reflectors by the correct dip of the 

recorded reflection. Because the recorded signal is plotted beneath the mid-point of the an-

tenna pair. In fact, the reflection signal located “ahead” of the antenna. Thus, horizontal dis-

tance and vertical distance are needed for the dip modelling (Figure 20). 

Data migration is always limited by the complexity of the actual environments. A Neal (2009) 

generated the limitation of GPR data migration as follows: 

 The velocity structure of the subsurface must be known (or accurately estimated), and 
the stratigraphy is constructed of laterally invariant, constant velocity layers. 

 The source is spatially uniform and propagates spherically. 
 The far-field conditions of a radial, uniformly propagating scalar field are assumed. 
 Data are collected in normal incidence or monostatic mode – i.e., there is no antenna 

separation. 
 No dispersion or attenuation is allowed – i.e., the materials are lossless and have fre-

quency-independent properties. 

In the Reflexw software, a common midpoint surveys (CMP) or hyperbola matching velocity 

model is necessary for data migration. While building a CMP model, detailed information on 

subsurface propagation velocity is necessary. However, no matter how comprehensive the 

velocity information is, it is always impossible to rebuild the real environment. Thus, the er-

rors will always occur in migrated data. It is recognized that the errors more than 5%-10% 

will cause blurring, defocusing of the target features and the misalignment of reflectors (Yli-

maz, 2001). 

Figure 20, signal position correcting by diffraction hyperbola and corrected trace dips 
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For the cave ice investigation, Kirchhoff migration method would be ideal, since, in this 

method, only vertical velocity variations accounted. The Kirchhoff migration corrects the am-

plitude and phase before summing amplitudes along diffraction hyperbola. 

A successful migration can significantly improve the spatial resolution power of GPR data, the 

data interpreting, as a result, would be easier in comparison. An example of the comparison 

between the pre-migration data and the post-migration data is shown in Figure 21. 

2.4.3 Layer analysis  

After data migration, the depth of ice layer has already been known, and for the effectiveness 

of the sampling in next steps, a continuous layer is necessary to describe the bottom of the 

ice body. As Figure 22. 

Unmigrated 

Figure 21. The comparison between unmigrated data and migrated data 

 

Figure 22. Estimation of ice-bedrock boundary layer 

Migrated 
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2.5 Elevation Extraction From Laser Scanned Dataset 

In the raw laser scanning dataset obtained by Rico Beckert (2013) with FARO FOCUS 120 la-

ser scanner, the field “altimeterCurrentAltitude” recorded the reading on the altitude me-

ter of single scan station while doing scans. The elevation values used in this thesis were 

from this dataset. 

3 METHODOLOGY 

After going through the data preparation steps illustrated in the last chapter, this chapter will 

focus on the detailed solutions to the research questions and the ideas behind these solu-

tions. In general, the comprehensive workflow of this these research can be divided into five 

parts as follows: GPR data Pre-Preparation, Time-Depth Conversion, Depth Information Ex-

traction, LiDAR Data Feature Extraction, and Data combination and Mapping (Figure 3.1). As 

data preparation has been integrally described in chapter 2, this chapter will introduce the 

methodology of GPR surveying, includes the accuracy assessment of the data, the basic ideas 

of feature point extraction, as well as the interpolation method of the depth points on the 

digitalized ice surface.  

Moreover, the cartographic design methodologies of the ice basement maps are included. 

As results, a series of thematic maps focus on the full ice thickness will be produced. In this 

map series, ice thickness will be present by classic contour lines, with the cave outline ob-

tained from the orthoimage from the laser surveys. With the contour lines, not only the ice 

thickness, as well the ice basement can be well illustrated. There will be another map focus-

ing on the efficiency of illustrating, based on the colour rendering for different thickness of 

the ice surface, the readers of this map will have a quick idea on the distribution of the ice 

thickness. The base map will be the orthoimage from laser survey to show the terrain rough-

ness inside the ERW cave. 

While the maps were being produced, the positions of some geometrical features such as 

breccia and ice fall/ice column were inhered from the cave map that mentioned in the first 

chapter. 
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Figure 23. Methodology to ice basement mapping with GPR survey data 
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3.1 Electromagnetic Features of Subject and Radar Wave 

As demonstrated in the second chapter (Figure 11), ground penetrating radar obtains the 

information of subsurface by the feature of electromagnetic waves reflection. For the EM 

wave field, there are vital factors which are exploited in the methodology of GPR, like the 

propagation velocity, 𝑣, attenuation, 𝛼, and EM impedance, 𝑍 (Annan, 2003). While the EM 

wave travels through a single medium with a fixed permittivity, conductivity, and permeabil-

ity, attenuation occurs. The attenuation results in the uniqueness of the amplitude and ve-

locity for a specific medium. The properties can be described with the common properties 

and an estimated sinusoidal time variation. 

The behavior of all the waves can be similar, so to say in the low-frequency domain 

(0.001MHz to 10MHz), wave properties depend on √2𝜋𝑓, 𝑓 stands for frequency, the diffu-

sive act of the wave field is evident. In high-frequency domain (from 10MHz), the wave be-

havior is a frequency-independent. For GPR surveying, the high-frequency domain character-

istics are the most important. 

Since in the most used frequencies of GPR, all frequency components travel at the same ve-

locity, also attenuated by the same law in a uniformed medium, the velocity, attenuation, 

and impedance can be expressed as: 

𝑣 =
1

√𝜀 ∙ 𝜇
 

𝛼 = √
𝜇

𝜀
∙

𝜎

2
 

𝑍 = √
𝜇

𝜀
 

In the first equation,  𝜀 stands for dielectric permittivity, which characterizes displacement of 

charge constrained in a material structure to the presence of an electric field. Magnetic per-

meability 𝜇 is a characteristic that expresses how intrinsic atomic and molecular magnetic 

moments respond to an EM field. The 𝜎 electrical conductivity describes free charge move-

ment when an electric field is present. These three electrical properties can characterize the 

behavior while a specific material exposes in electric fields, and always can be determined by 

laboratory analysis for a pure material. 
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With the electromagnetic properties, the behaviors of GPR wave can be easily foreseen. Since 

ground penetrating radars are usually used to investigate subsurface features through elec-

trical low-loss materials, for instance, if the electrical conductivity 𝜎 is zero, the impulse 

would penetrate to a considerable depth. And the dielectric permittivity 𝜀 constrains the 

propagation velocity of the wave.  

In the natural environment, the subject usually shows a complex mixture of different mate-

rials, but in the bigger picture, the electrical properties mostly depend on the presence and 

the amount of water in the medium in the 10 – 1000MHz domain. The observed behaviors 

of general materials were described as follows in the previous researches (Topp et al., 1980) 

(Aechie, 1942): 

 Bulk minerals and aggregates in mixtures generally are good dielectric insulators. They 
typically have a permittivity in the range of 3-8 (depending on mineralogy and compac-
tion) and are usually insulating with virtually zero conductivity. 

 Soils, rocks, and construction materials have empty space between the grains (pore 
space) available to be filled with air, water, or other material. 

 Water is by far the most polarizable, naturally occurring material. 
 Water in the pore space normally contains ions, and the water electrical conductivity 

associated with ion mobility is often the dominant factor in determining bulk material 
electrical conductivity. Resulting soil and rock conductivities are typically in the 1–1000 
mS m-1 range. 

 Since water is invariably present in the pore space of natural (geologic) materials, except 
in such unique situations where vacuum drying or some other mechanism assures the 
total absence of water, it has a dominant effect on electrical properties. 

 

As both the electrical properties of the subjects and the radar waves depend on the recorded 

signal of a GPR, the wave behavior is on the same level of importance to the methodology of 

GPR surveying. Once the impulse is emitted by the radar and reaches the surface of a mate-

rial, or an interface between two different materials, the wave will conduct three main be-

haviors: reflection, refraction and transmit, as described in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24. Quantificational model of electromagnetic wave between two materials (A. Neal, 2009) 

With the Snell’s law, the direction of the wave changes while travelling through the interface 

between different mediums, the transmitting energy is also separated into two components, 

TE (transverse electric field) and TM (transverse magnetic field) (Annan, 1973).  

For ground penetrating radars, a quantificational expression of reflected energy is the key 

factor, which can be defined by the following formulas: 

𝑅𝑇𝐸 =
𝑌1 ∙ cos 𝜃1 − 𝑌2 ∙ cos 𝜃2

𝑌1 ∙ cos 𝜃1 + 𝑌2 ∙ cos 𝜃2
 

𝑅𝑇𝑀 =
𝑍1 ∙ cos 𝜃1 − 𝑍2 ∙ cos 𝜃2

𝑍1 ∙ cos 𝜃1 + 𝑍2 ∙ cos 𝜃2
 

The Zi and Yi stand for the impedances and admittances of the 𝑖th material. Under an ideal 

circumstance, 𝜃1 = 𝜃2 = 0, the TE and TM reflection coefficients become identical.  

3.2 Accuracy Assessment 

The resolution power for non-contact sensors is a crucial feature. The resolution indicates 

the limit of certainty in determining the position and the geometrical attributes of a target 

(such as shape, size, and thickness) (Annan, 1999). The explanation of the resolving power of 

GPR systems is inhered from seismic measuring, includes two factors, which are horizontal 

resolution and vertical resolution (Figure 3.2). For the horizontal resolution, the ability to 

resolve two firmly positioned features (Knapp, 1990). Respect to the horizontal resolution, 

the vertical resolution defines the resolving power of the depth domain, which depends on 
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the wavelength of the impulse from the antenna. The wavelength can be calculated as fol-

lows: 

𝜆 =
𝑣

𝑓
 

In this equation 𝜆 is the wavelength, 𝑣 is the propagation velocity, while 𝑓 is the frequency. 

While assessing the resolving power of a GPR, the return signal received by the receiving 

antenna is mostly used. Since during the propagation of the signal, the energy losses will 

reflect the change of frequencies, usually, the receivers receive signals with a relatively lower 

frequency. A higher frequency is preferentially attenuated as waves propagate through the 

earth, resulting in a longer average wavelength (Jol, 1995; Bano, 1996). 

 

Figure 25. Two resolutions of GPR system 

From the wave theory, the best vertical resolution can be achieved one-fourth of the domi-

nant wavelength (Sheriff, 1977). Assume in this research, the GPR with 200MHz frequency 

can reach the best vertical (one-fourth of the wavelength), the vertical resolution of the data 

is about 0.2m.  

For the horizontal resolution, the Fresnel zone plays an important role. Fresnel is an assump-

tion of the covered zone of signal impulses with spherical wavefront. Usually, the horizontal 

resolution is defined as the width of the first Fresnel zone. 

Vertical Resolution 

Horizontal Resolution 
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For calculating the Fresnel zone diameter, the propagation depth is essential since the wave 

energy is damping while traveling through the medium; thus, the horizontal resolution de-

creases with the increase of the depth. The width of Fresnel zone of GPR depends on the 

bandwidth, which is directly related to the center frequency 𝑓, the assumption of the hori-

zontal resolution can be described as follows (Pearce and Mittleman, 2002): 

𝐴 = √
𝐷 ∙ 𝜆

2
 

Figure 3.3 describes the theoretical model of the Fresnel zone. 

 

Figure 26. The theoretical model of the Fresnel zone 

 

From the research of H.Hausmann and M. Behm (2011), the Fresnel zone of a GPR system 

with 200MHz frequency, the diameter is 2.9m with a depth of 5m. In this research, the depth 

record is up to about 19 meters; thus the horizontal resolution up to 5 meters is insufficient. 

From the theoretical model, the data resolution in this research is up to 6.1m. 

As the accuracy of GPR data can also be influenced by the distortions and displacements of 

the impulse, we assume the data migration can efficiently compensate these defecations on 

data accuracy. 

Fresnel Zone 
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3.3 Feature Points Extraction 

In this research, the depth interpolation can only proceed if isolated feature points of depth 

are selected from continuous depth profiles. The selection method is semi-automatic picking, 

combining auto-select and manual picking, since automatic selection algorithm with a thresh-

old is not applicable for all the profiles, due to the complexity and the vast depth difference 

on individual profiles. The definition of feature points includes two ideas: isometric/equidis-

tance selected points and points of interested. 

The isometric selection criteria is a combination of two automatic selection methods, which 

are the isometric selection and equidistance selection. The isometric method picks a depth 

point at a length of every 10 present of the distance of a profile from the start. Comparing 

using equidistance selection solely to the usage of isometric selection, it prevents both data 

redundancy and insufficient sampling. For the survey lines obtained in this research, so to 

say the profiles, vary enormously on lengths, from less than 1 meter to over 50 meters. If the 

sampling distance is set to less than 1 meter, there will be numerous profiles with single 

sampling point while some profiles have an unnecessary sampling density. For ensuring every 

profile has a sufficient sampling density, the isometric selection is necessary. 

For the long profiles (longer than 20 meters), the sampling distance is longer than 2 meters, 

which is apparently too long, considering the horizontal resolution of the data. From H.Haus-

mann and M. Behm (2011), the 200MHz GPR has a 2.9m resolution at a depth of 5 meters, 

in this research, there is a considerable number of depth records which are more in-depth 

than 5 meters. Thus, with a sampling distance longer than 2 meters with a solely isometric 

selection, the Fresnel zones of the individual sample points will not have overlaps in the di-

rection of the profile. Therefore, the densification of isometric selected points is necessary; 

the resampling method is chosen as an equidistance sampling with a 2 meters sampling dis-

tance on the profiles longer than 20 meters.  

Once the depth points are chosen on the map, the corresponding points will be chosen on 

the data processing software, then input the depth of chosen points into the geo-information 

system. 

For the manual picking, constructing a clear layer of the subsurface is necessary at first. The 

subsurface layers were also drawn manually since the migrated profiles provide satisfactory 

accuracy on spatial features, moreover, the gain function gives the data a sufficient contrast 
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for differencing the ice body and the subsurface. An example of manual picking on the data 

processing software is showed in Figure 27. 

 

Figure 27. Example of subsurface manual picking 

After the ice basement layer is chosen, a simplified layer can be constructed with velocity 

information as showed in Figure 22. The selection of points of interest can proceed from 

the layer. From the GPR profiles, the ice basement has an enormous complexity on the ter-

rain surface, for the selection of points of interest under the complexity, there are four fo-

cuses: 

 Discontinuity 
 Distinguishable hollow structure 
 Maximum depth point 

For example, in the dataset of Figure 28, the points of interest are chosen by the three cri-

teria mentioned. 

 

Figure 28.Example of feature points picking 
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As marked with red stars, the additional chosen points of interest from left to right, the first 

point is picked as the bottom of a clear hollow structure. Obviously, the hollow structure 

discontinues the adjacent surface. The second point is chosen according to its discontinuity 

with adjacent features as well. The last is the possible deepest point of this profile. 

With the criteria of feature point selection, overall 1140 points were selected. The average 

depth of the selected points is 2.97m, with the average depth, the diameter of Fresnel zone 

is wider than 2 meters, the sampling distance, and thus the existence of overlaps between 

feature points on the direction of profiles can be insured. 

3.4 Methodology of Depth Interpolation 

For data interpolation, there are two broad classes of interpolation methods: deterministic 

and probabilistic (K. Krivoruchko, 2012). The deterministic methods interpolate a certain area 

with the pre-defined equation on the distance between the recorded data points and its ad-

jacent area, the most known example of deterministic interpolation method is inverse dis-

tance interpolation (IDW). Different from the deterministic methods, probabilistic methods 

are based on spatial statistical theories. The statistic model predicts the quantities of the 

interpolated values with calculated possibilities. For the interpolation of ice thickness, so to 

say the ice basement surface, it is hard to define a direct relationship between the observed 

depth and the adjacent area due to the terrain complexity. Thus, the probabilistic interpola-

tion methods are the ideal models for ice basement interpolation. 

The Empirical Bayesian Kriging is chosen as the interpolation method in this study. EBK is 

modified from classic Kriging, which is a class of statistical techniques for optimal spatial pre-

diction developed by Lev Gardin in 1959. Kriging predicts the spatial correlations between 

the value prediction and the distance by a function called semivariogram, which calculates 

the half of the average squared difference of the values of all the pairs of measurements at 

locations separated by a given distance. With the average values of these predictions, a 

matching semivariogram model can be constructed to predict the new values at unsampled 

locations. 

The Empirical Bayesian Kriging differs from classic Kriging by accounting for the error intro-

duced by estimating the semivariogram model. Rather than using only one semivariogram 
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model, the EBK uses many of them for reaching a better prediction. Especially with a rela-

tively big scale map with complex feature details, the estimation based on multiple semivari-

ograms is more reliable on accuracy. 

3.5 Methodology of Map producing 

For the thematic maps focus on illustrating the ice thickness, also estimated details of ice 

basement, a classic contouring methodology is used. There are three levels of contours 

with different weight: first, the major contours with 2-meter intervals, which gives a brief 

overlook on the distribution of the ice thickness; second, contours with 1-meter intervals 

are the main strength to display the ice thickness with a satisfactory density and accuracy; 

last, the 0.5-meter interval contours were drawn to assist the demonstration of the whole 

map to reach a better accuracy by giving a more compact density of contours. 

The overlook map of ice covered part of ERW cave used the rectified laser-scanned image 

as the base map to show the high geomorphic complexity of the cave not only the ice sur-

face, also the tunnel wall and the rock breaking down on the ground, which are hard to rep-

resent in the thematic maps. The symbology system used in the final maps are showed in 

the table below: 

Feature Class Symbol 

Depth contour with 2-meter interval 

 

Depth contour with 1-meter interval 

 

Depth contour with 1-meter interval 

 

GPR survey lines 

 

Walking path 
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Point of interest (POI) 

 

Ice fall 

 

Breccia 
 

 

Table 3. Map symbols 
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4 RESULTS 

Figure 29, Ice basement map of Eisriesenwelt 
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Figure 30. Thematic map of ice thickness (Part I) 
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Figure 31. Thematic map of ice thickness (Part II) 
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Figure 32. Thematic map of ice thickness (Part III) 
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Figure 33. Thematic map of ice thickness (Part IV) 
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Figure 34. Thematic map of ice thickness (Part V) 
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Figure 35. Ice thickness distribution map of Eisriesenwelt 
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5 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

5.1 Conclusion 

In this thesis, a procedure of the research on ice basement mapping is demonstrated, from 

data collecting to map producing. During the field trip, the planned survey lines covers a con-

siderable percent of the ice coverage area, a solid base of the whole study was built. The raw 

data obtained during the field trip showed a satisfactory quality for pre-processing, even 

though the procedure of data pre-processing was standardized by former researchers, some 

flexible adjusts were still made in this research for exploiting the potentials of the raw data. 

With the given results on data migration, the specific migration method which was chosen in 

this thesis can be proven to be effective. With the semi-automatic sampling method which 

was created in this thesis, the depth information was extracted in point format. Calculation 

of the estimated depth obtained a reasonable result also because of the successfully ex-

tracted depth information.  

As for the original aim of this study is to produce map series to illustrate the ice thickness 

with the GPR data, five thematic maps focus on the ice thickness, and an overlook map covers 

the whole ice-covered part of the ERW cave were made as the result of this thesis. For prac-

tical usage, the thematic maps can provide a detailed ice thickness distribution of the ERW 

cave, which can provide support on the future research focus on the ice volume. Further-

more, the contour maps can also be recognized as indicators to the subsurface form, which 

have a potential to provide evidence to future research focuses on geological topics of ERW. 

Also, the workflow of this research can provide a good example for future researchers of the 

similar topics. 

The colour rendered map gives an overview of the ice thickness distribution, but not quanti-

fied. Which can serve the demonstrating works on ERW cave. 

However, this study has its limitation. For example, due to some technical problem, most of 

the readings of the altitude meter in the laser scanning device were unavailable. Without a 

detailed elevation data on the ice surface, the overall profile of the ice-covered part of ERW 

cannot be produced. Moreover, it is found difficult to combine the 3D model with the GPR 

scanned data due to the difference of data format and geometric correcting. Due to the lack 

on surveying instruments, the survey lines were digitalized manually from the field note; 

which may cause a decreased accuracy on survey line positions and lengths. 
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5.2 Outlook 

It is a pity that this thesis research did not reach the 3D modelling part due to the problems 

on multi-source data combining. With the data obtained in this research, the possibility of 

building a 3D ice thickness model is clear, which can be a potential research direction in the 

future.  
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